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Abstract. Transaction scheduling in MultiLevel Secure (MLS) replicated 
databases has received much attention recently. However, several proposed 
protocols exhibit subtle flaws which can result in schedules which are not 
serializable. In this paper, we explain the problem and present a transaction 
scheduling protocol for MLS replicated databases free from this problem. We 
also show the protocol is one-copy serializable and demonstrate that it is secure. 
In addition, our protocol requires only a small trusted portion and it accepts a 
larger class of transactions (those that can "write-up"1) than previous protocols. 
It is interesting that the protocol can be adopted for use with heterogeneous 
databases because it does not require an atomic commitment protocol, and does 
not assume homogeneous concurrency control and recovery algorithms in local 
databases. 

Key Words: Transaction Processing, Multilevel Secure, Replicated Database, Global 
Transaction Manager. 

1. Introduction 

Multilevel Secure (MLS) computer systems provide strong mechanisms for controlling 
the disclosure of sensitive information. MLS database management systems 
(MLS/DBMSs) apply the access controls of multilevel secure computers to database 
management systems. The goal of such systems is to protect sensitive information from 
unauthorized access. To achieve this, the access control can be used to control access 
through direct means such as file access. However, there are more subtle ways in which 
information can be disclosed. A Trojan Horse program can use a covert channel to 
communicate information to an accomplice in violation of the security policy. 

Because transactions are vital to database management systems, transaction processing for 
MLS database systems has received much attention recently [KEEF90], [KEEF92], 
[MAIM90], [JAJ090], [COST91], [KFC92]. The goal of this work is to develop secure 

1 A transaction "writes-up" when it modifies an object with a security classification that strictly 
dominates its own. 
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transaction processing protocols that produce serializable schedules and avoid illegal 
information flow through covert channels. 

Most work bas focused on the kemelized [LUNI'90], [STAC90] and the replicated database 

systems architecture [FROS89]. In [KEEF90] the author proposed a secure multi version 

scheduling protocol that allows transactions to write-up and which is based on the 
kemelized architecture. In [MAIM90] the authors propose an untrusted scheduler based on 
this protocol. 

A scheduling protocol is presented in [JAJ090] for the replicated architecture approach. 
This protocol assumes transactions cannot "write-up". In addition, the protocol only 
applies when the security levels in the system are totally ordered In [COST91] the author 
proposed a variation of Jajodia and Kogan's protocol for use with partially ordered security 
levels and which requires little trust. Both protocols assume local schedulers such as 
conservative two-phase locking or conservative timestamp ordering [BERN87j. This 
would require a priori knowledge of a transaction's read set and write set However, such 
knowledge may not be available. For example, in an interactive environment, transactions 

submit their operations on the fly. More importantly, both of the protocols presented in 
[JAJ090] and [COST91] exhibit a subtle flaw which can result in schedules which are not 
serializable. We elaborate on Section 3. 

There are interesting similarities between the transaction processing in the :MLS replicated 
architecture and transaction processing in heterogeneous databases. Recently, Breitbart et 
al. [BREI91] propose rigorous schedulers to simplify the problems of indirect conflict 
between global transactions and local transactions in heterogeneous databases. The 
problems they identify are very similar to the problems exhibited by previous protocols 
for the MLS replicated architecture. 

In tins paper, we propose a scheduling protocol for transactions that relaxes the restriction 
on "write-up" for use in the MLS replicated databases. We show the protocol is correct 

(one-copy serializable) and demonstrate that it is secure. Our protocol only requires 
rigorous local schedulers. Many commercially available DBMSs employ strict two-phase 
locking j13ERN87], which in fact is rigorous. It is also interesting that the protocol can 
make use of heterogeneous databases because it does not require an atomic commitment 
protocol. and does not assume homogeneous concurrency control and recovery algorithms. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we describe a security model for 
transaction processing systems and describe the correctness criteria for transaction 
processing in replicated databases. Section 3 describes in more detail the problems in 
earlier work. In section 4 we present our solution to these problems and demonstrate the 
correctness and security of our proposed protocol. Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper. 

2. Background 

This section provides some background material on multilevel security, and transaction 
processing in the MLS replicated architecture. 
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2.1. Multilevel Security 

In this work we consider only mandatory security. Mandatory security is based on security 
classifications. The set of security classifications is partially ordered by the~ relation. 
When two security classifications l] and 12 satisfy l] ~ 12 we say l] dominates 12. If 
l] ~ 12 and l] :t: 12 we say that l] strictly dominates 12. or l] > 12. If neither one 
dominates the other, we say l] and 12 are incomparable. 

Elements of information in the system are assigned security classifications called 
sensitivity levels which represent their sensitivity. Users are assigned security 
classifications called clearance levels which represent the levels to which they are trusted. 
The security policy [DOD85] requires that the system satisfy the following properties 
LBEIL76]: 

Simple Security Condition 
A subject may have read access to an object only if the subject's 
classification level dominates the object's sensitivity level. 

*-Property (Star Property) 
A subject may have write access to an object only if the object's 
sensitivity level dominates the subject's classification level. 

We must also consider information flow through covert channels. A covert channel allows 
information to be transferred in violation of the security policy (i.e., either from a high
level subject to a low-level subject or between two subjects with incomparable security 
levels). Covert channels are associated with a shared resource and can be categorized as 
either storage or timing channels. Timing channels require that a subject or user have the 
ability to measure time, while storage channels do not. In contrast to storage channels, a 
timing channel signals information by modulating an observable delay. At higher levels 
of assurance, a limit is placed on the maximum bandwidth a covert channel may have. 

2.2. Transaction Model 

A transaction is a partial order consisting of a set of operations. These operations include a 
read of a data item x, r( x); and the write of a data item x, w( x). A transaction Ti can either 
Commit (denoted ci) or Abort (denoted ai) but not both. In the former case Ti's effects are 
made permanent in the database and in the latter its effects are removed. 

Let L be a function which returns the classification level of a transaction or the 
sensitivity level of a data item (or a database container). We define (partial) update 
projections and their parent transactions as follows. 

Definition. The update projection Uj of a transaction Tj is obtained from Tj by simply 
removing all read operations, i.e., Uj = {wjx) iwjx) E Tj}. A partial update projection 
Ujv is obtained from Uj by removing writes to objects not dominated by level v. 
Formally, Ujv = {wjx) iwjx)ETj and L(x) ::!> v}. We say Tj is the parent transaction of 
Uj (orUjv). 
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We now introduce a security model for transaction processing. We distinguish two classes 
of transactions [KEEF92]. Class 2-SS consists of those transaction executed by a single 
subject acting with a fixed classification level which satisfies simple and *-property. 
Specifically, it consists of all transactions Ti such that: 

(1) If transaction Tj reads data item x then L(Ti) :<!: L(x). 
(2) If transaction Ti writes data item x then L(Ti) :s: L(x). 

For Class 1-SS, a transaction can only write objects at its own security level. It is easy to 
see the set of Class 2-SS transactions properly contains Class 1-SS transactions. 

2.3. Multilevel Replicated Architecture 

The multilevel replicated architecture [FROS89] is shown in Figure 1. It requires a Global 
Transaction Manager (GTM) and a set of single-level, untrusted local databases, one for 
each security class. Following the convention in [JAJ090], we will refer to the local 
databases as a set of containers {CuI u E SC}, where SC is a set of classification levels 

in the security lattice. Each container Cu contains the data items at security level u or 
below. That is, low-level data is replicated at higher levels. The GTM will direct a 
primary transaction to the container with the same security level as the transaction. A 
read-only transaction will find all the data it needs at this site. However, if updates are 
involved, those updates have to propagate to all replicas in a correct and secure fashion. 

This model has a potential performance gain in a query intensive environment but will 
perform worse in an environment with a significant number of updates. 

2.4. Correctness Criteria for Replicated Database 

In replicated databases, the notion of correctness is based on one-copy serializability. That 
is, the executions of transactions on a replicated database must be equivalent to some 
serial executions of those transactions executed on a single copy database. In what 
follows, the theory of one-copy serializability is summarized from [BERN87]. 

To execute a transaction Ti on a replicated database, the scheduling protocol must 
translate Ti 's operations on data items into operations on the replicated copies of those 

data items. We formalize this translation by a function h that maps each r/t) into rzixu)• 
where Xu is a copy of x; each wi(x) into wi(xu

1
), ... ,w;(1J

0
) for some copies xu1, ... ,xu

0 

of x. The notation h(Ti) denotes the mappings over all operations of Ti. 

Definition. A complete replicated data history H over a set of transactions T is a partial 
order with ordering relation <H where 
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Figure 1 · Replicated Architecture 

1. H = Ura h(fi) for some translation function h; and 

2. For each TiE T and all operations Pi• qi inTi, if Pi <i qi, then for all Pi'Eh(pi) 
and for all ()j_' Eh(C)j_), Pi' <H qi'; and 

3. All pairs of conflicting operations are ordered by <H, where two operations 
conflict if they operate on the same copy and at least one of them is a write; and 

4. For every read of some copy Xu there is at least one write of that copy which 
precedes it. 

5. lfwi(x) <i ri(x) and h(ri<x)) = ri<xu) then wlxu) E h(we{x)). 

Note that in an RD history, the notion of conflict is defined on copies instead of data 
items. This is because even though two transactions have conflicting access (logical 
conflict) to data item x, they need not have conflicting access (physical conflict) to copies 
ofx. 

Definition. We say Tj reads-xu-from Ti if wlxu) <H rjxu) and no wk(xu) (k:;.ti) falls 
between these operations. We say transaction Tj reads-x-from transaction Ti in RD 
history H if for some copy Xu, Tj reads-x0 -from Ti. 

Definition. Two RD histories H1 and H2 over the same set of transactions Tare (view) 
equivalent. if they have the same reads-from relationships, that is, for every pair of 
transactions Ti and Tj in T, Ti reads-x-from Tj in H 1 iffTi reads-x-from Tj in H2. 
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We say an RD history His serial if for every pair of transactions Ti and Tj in H, either 
all of Ti's operations precede all of Tj's or vice versa. A serial RD history His one-copy 
serial if for all i, j and x in H, if Ti reads-x-from Tj then Tj is the last transaction 
preceding Ti that writes into any copy of x. 

Definition. An RD history is one-copy serializable if it is view equivalent to a one
copy serial history. 

To demonstrate a scheduling protocol is correct we often make use a serialization graph 
which we now define. 

Definition. The serialization graph for history His a directed graph SG(H), whose 

nodes are the transactions that are committed in Hand whose edges are all Ti-Tj such 
that one of Ti's operations precedes and conflicts with one of Tj's operations in H. 

The standard serialization graph for an RD history H does not have enough edges for 
testing whether His one-copy serializable. We need to extend the serialization graph of 
RD histories as below. 

Definition. Let Ti--Tj denote a path from Ti to TJ The replicated data serialization 
graph for an RD history H, denoted RDSG(H), is the graph SG(H) augmented with 
additional edges such that 

1. if Ti and Tj write x, then either Ti--Tj or Tr-+-+Ti; and 
2. if Tj reads-x-from Ti, Tk writes some copy of x (k:;ei, k:;ej) and Ti-+-+Tk, then 

Tj--Tk-

If SG(H) satisfies (1), we say it includes a write order. If it satisfies (2), we say it includes 
a read order. 

Theorem 1 [BERN87]- Let H be an RD history. If H has an acyclic RDSG, then His 
one-copy serializable. 

Note that an RDSG is not necessarily unique for a given history H. However, since the 
edges in SG(H) are a subset of those in RDSG(H), if SG(H) contains a cycle then every 
RDSG(H) contains a cycle as well. Obviously, His not one-copy serializable if SG(H) 
contains a cycle. 

Let SG(H) = U i= 1 .. nSG(Hi) be the union of all local serialization graphs, where Hi is the 

local history at the local database Cui· The nodes in SG(Hi) are the local transactions 

executed at Cui, denoted by Vj. Since an update projection (or a partial update projection) 

is executed on behalf of its parent transaction, they will be represented by the same node 
in SG(H). If Vi <u Vj in Hu and Vj <v Vi in Hv (u:;ev) then SG(H) contains a cycle. 
Thus, every RDSG(H) contains a cycle and His not one-copy serializable. We state this 
as a lemma below. 
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Lemma 1-lf two transactions Vi and Vj have different relative serialization orders at two 

local databases Cu and Cy, i.e., Vi <u Vj at Cu and Vj <v Vi at Cv (u;tv), then the RD 

history is not one-copy serializable. 0 

3. Related Work 

The protocol proposed by [JAJ090] is based on the replicated architecture shown in Figure 
1 and applies for Class 1-SS transactions only. When a transaction Ti is submitted to the 
GTM, the GTM sends it to its primary site Cp, where L(S,) = L(Ti), for execution. As 
local transaction Vi (primary transaction Ti or update projection Ui) is committed, the 
local site Cv sends the update report (Ui, Cv) to the GTM. The update reports are sent to 
the GTM consistent with their serialization order in the local site (the reader is referred to 
[JAJ090] for methods of achieving this). However, if the local transactions are not 
serialized then their update reports can be sent to the GTM in an arbitrary order. The GTM 
propagates the update projection upward along a fixed topological order consistent with 
the security lattice to all higher-level databases that contain the replicas to be updated. 

The authors argued that the protocol is secure since information always flows from lower 
to higher databases. However, this protocol only applies to totally ordered security levels. 
For example, consider the security lattice in Figure 2 where L(C4) > L(C3) > L(Ct) and 

L(C4) > L(C2) > L(C1) but L(C3) and L(C2) are incomparable. Their topological order is 
indicated by their subscript. 

Figure 2 • Containers Used in Example 

Update projections whose primary site is C1 must be propagated along the topological 
path C1C2C3C4. However, the untrusted C2 can signal information to the incomparable 
C3 by sending or withholding the update reports to the GTM (i.e., the GTM will send or 
not send the corresponding update projections to C3). 

In [COST91] a variation of Jajodia and Kogan's protocol is proposed. Both protocols in 
[JAJ090] and [COST91] assume the local scheduler preserves in its serialization order the 
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order in which it receives conflicting transactions (this can be achieved by schedulers such 
as conservative two-phase locking or conservative timestamp ordering which do not abort 
transactions). In the protocol, there is one queue Qu for each security level u, and an 

untrusted subject Ru for maintaining <4. which can read the contents of Qv for all v such 

that L(Cv) :s; L(Cu)- A primary transaction is submitted to the GTM which relays it for 

execution to its primary site. The way Cy sends an update report (Ui, Cv) to the GTM is 

the same as the protocol in [JAJ090]. On receiving (Ui, Cv) the GTM appends it to the 

end of Qv· The subject Ru scans all Qv for which Cu covers Cv (i.e., L(Cu) > L(Cy) and 

there is no Cw such that L(Cu) > L(Cw) > L(Cy) ). Ru will retrieve an update projection 

Ui from Qv and send it to Cu to be executed when the following conditions are satisfied. 

a. Ru has already retrieved and dispatched to Cu all Uj for which Uj conflicts with 

Ui and Uj was serialized before Ui at Cv. 
b. For each Cw covered by Cu. if q can appear in Qw (i.e., L(Ui) < L(Cw )), then 

it does appear in~-

Unfortunately, the protocol has a subtle flaw: there is no control over the relative 
serialization order of non-conflicting update projections. We will show that this leads to 
non-serializable schedules in the following example. 

Example 1. Assume each local scheduler employs conservative two-phase locking (a 
variant of two-phase locking that requires a transaction to acquire all of its locks before it 
begins) [BERN87]. Consider the following transactions: 

where database items x, y, z are such that L(x) = L(z) = L(Cm)• L(y) = L(Cn)· This is 

shown in Figure 3. 

Figure 3 - Example 1 

Suppose the update projection U1 is serialized before Tz at Cu· Therefore, U1 is 

dispatched to Cp before Uz is submitted to Cp. Note however that U 1 and Uz do not 

conflict. Furthermore, suppose the input schedule at Cp is as follows: 

U 1 : W j(X)W j(Z)C J 
Uz : w2(y)c2 
T3 : r3(x) rj(z)c3 
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Each transaction must predeclare its read set and write set when it begins. When the first 
transaction T3 arrives at S>· it acquires all the locks it needs (read locks on x and z). The 
output schedule at cp is: 

u1: 
u2: 
T3 : rj(X) 

W j(X)W j(Z)C] 

Note that U 1 is delayed until T3 releases its read locks on x and z after it commits. 
However, u2 does not conflict with any transaction so it can proceed. Moreover, U2 is 
not serialized in Cp so its update report can be sent to the GTM in any arbitrary order, say 
u2 is sent before U 1· Therefore, the GTM will dispatch U2 to Cq before U1. Suppose the 
input schedule at Cq is: 

U1: Wj(X)Wj(Z)Cj 

u2: w2(y)c2 
T 4 : rf.y) r4(x)c4 

The output schedule at Cq will be the same as its input schedule. Let Vi be either Ti or 
U i. The local serialization order at Cq is V 2 <q V 4 <q V 1. However, we have V 1 <n V 2 

at Cn. Thus, by Lemma 1, the resulting RD history is not one-copy serializable. D 
The problem is not due to an unfortunate choice of scheduler but is related to the protocol 
used in the GTM. We will have the same problem when a conservative Timestamp
Ordering [BERN87] scheduler is used. The reason is similar: Suppose there are only non
conflicting update projection U 1 and U2 at C1> (U 1 arrives at Cp before U2), because they 
are not serialized with respect to each other in S> their update reports can be sent to the 
GTM in any order (say opposite to the order they arrive in, this may happen if u1 takes 
longer to complete), so we can have the same schedule at Cq as shown in Example 1 and 
end up with an RD history which is not one-copy serializable. 

Jajodia and Kogan's protocol fails to preserve one-copy serializability for the same reason 
as shown above. 

In addition, the protocol in [COST91] has a potential covert channel introduced by a 
trusted garbage collection mechanism. An update projection Ui may be garbage collected 
from Qv only after Uj has been retrieved from it by all the Rus for which the secnrity 
level u covers v. If Ru stops retrieving elements from Qv, the size of Qv can grow larger 
or even become full. Since Rv has access to Qv it can also sense changes in the size of 
Qv. In this way, R0 can signal information to Rv by retrieving or not retrieving elements 
in Qv. 
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4. The Proposed Solution 

In this section, we propose a protocol for Class 2-SS transaction processing in a 
multilevel replicated database and show that our protocol preserves one-copy 
serializability. We adopt an update propagation technique similar to that proposed in 
[JAJ090] and [COST91]. 

Our protocol is based on the same replicated architecture as shown in Figure 1. The GTM 
receives transaction operations for processing. Given a transaction Ti, the GTM will direct 

Ti's operations to its primary site Cu where L(Cu) = L(fj). If a write operation w;(x) is 
received, where L(x) > L(fi), the GTM detains w;(x) and records it in a write intention 
list forTi because Cu does not contain a copy of x. It then returns an acknowledgment of 
the write to Ti and waits for the next operation. The GTM can do so because no return 

values are required for writes. If Ti aborts, the GTM simply discards its write intention 
list. If Ti commits at its primary site, the GTM sends an acknowledgment of the 

commitment to Ti. The GTM then propagates Ti's (partial) update projection, to the 
databases at containers that cover Cu· The (partial) update projection looks just like a 
regular transaction at the local database. It is safe for the GTM to acknowledge the 
commitment of Ti before Tj'S (partial) update projection has been committed at all sites 
because a (partial) update projection will eventually commit at each of the higher database 
for reasons which we explain below. 

A transaction can be aborted either due to a run-time error or due to concurrency control 
and recovery reasons. In the latter case, the aborted transaction can be restarted at some 
later time. If a transaction commits, then there should be no reason to permanently abort 
its update projection, since an update projection does not compute and therefore will not 
be involved in a run-time error. Moreover, update projections do not read, so they do not 
depend on the state of the database and can be restarted at some later time. Thus, an update 
projection can eventually commit after its parent transaction commits. 

This assumes that the parent transaction is able to decide when it commits whether the 
integrity constraints will be satisfied. This may not necessarily be the case especially if 
low-level transactions are allowed to write to some high-level objects. We insist that the 
semantics be such that no integrity constraints be imposed on these objects by the 
DBMS, since otherwise it could compromise security, as the constraints at high-level 
nodes can cause update projections from low-level transactions to abort. This is a 
reasonable assumption as in practice, it is solely the responsibility of the transaction to 
insure that all integrity constraints are satisfied before it commits. 

Because we want to rely for the most part on concurrency control and recovery supplied by 
the untrusted databases, we insist that the GTM only control the submission order of 
update projections. However, the submission order of update transactions is not 
necessarily equivalent to their serialization order at the local database. In general, even 
though a transaction is committed, its seriali:zation order may not yet be determined. This 
problem can be simplified if the local scheduler ensures the transactions' commitment 
order corresponds to their serialization order. If this is the case, it is sufficient for the 
GTM to control the submission of a transaction's commit step. 
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Recently, in [BREI91] the authors show that even strictness cannot guarantee transactions 
have analogous commitment and serialization orders. Breitbart et. al. propose rigorous 
schedules and show this class of schedules ensures that transactions have analogous 
commitment and serialization orders. A scheduler is rigorous if 

1) it guarantees strictness; and 
2) no data item may be written until the transaction which previously read it either 

commits or aborts. 

It is interesting to note that rigorousness also ensures conflict serializable schedules 
[BREI91]. 

The term strict 2PL is often used to refer to the variation of 2PL which requires a 
transaction to hold all locks until it terminates. This 2PL variant in fact generates only 
rigorous schedules and so we will refer to it as rigorous 2PL. For other rigorous 
schedulers we referreaders to [BREI91]. 

The idea is to offer the G1M the ability to control the serialization order at the local 
databases. We require that the local scheduler output only rigorous schedules to insure that 
the serialization order and the commitment order are consistent. Thus, the GTM can 
control the serialization orders in the local schedulers by controlling the submission of 
transactions' commit step to the local scheduler. Moreover, the GTM must synchronize 
the update projections such that they preserve a same relative serialization order which is 
consistent with their parent transaction's order. 

To achieve this, our protocol associates one or more dispatching queues and a collection 
of write intention lists with each container Cu. The sensitivity level of Cu's dispatching 
queues or write intention lists are labeled with L(Cu). Let Cu cover Cv, the elements in a 
dispatching queue Quv are the update projections that were committed in Cy and are to be 
dispatched to Cu· Therefore, the number of Cu's dispatching queues equals the number of 
containers which are covered by Cu. The write intention lists for Cu record the write sets 
of each active transaction with classification L(Cu)· The G1M also monitors a set of 
untrusted processes {Ru I u E SC}. Each Ru has the classification level L(Cu) and 
maintains dispatching queues for Cu (This requires read-write access to the dispatching 

queues). Ru can append an element to the dispatching queues for all Cw which cover Cu;t 
it also can read the contents of dispatching queues for Cv at all lower levels ( L(Cv) < 
L(Cu)); TI1e purpose of Ru is to control ilie dispatching of update projections to Cu. 

In the following we let the partial update projection Uiu = {w;(x) I w;(x)EUi and L(x) s: 
L(Cu)} be ilie subset of Ui that updates copies in Cu. We assume the order of messages 

tThis requires a TCB which allows write-up. If this is not available, a small amount of trusted 
code will be required. 
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received is consistent with the order they were sent; duplicate and lost messages are 
handled by the underlying communication mechanism. 

We now present our protocol. 

At each Local database Cu : 

L1 Local transactions are received from the G1M for scheduling. 

L2 Every local scheduler produces rigorous schedules. Once a transactions is 
committed, its commit report is sent to the G1M. 

AttheGTM: 

Gl An operation from primary transaction Ti is submitted to the GTM, let L(Tj) = 
L(Cu): 

a. If this operation is ri(x) with L(x) > L(Ti) (read-up), or wi(x) with L(x) < L(Ti) 

(write-down), the G1M will replace it with an abort operation and send it to 

Cu. 

b. If it is wi(x) with L(x) > L(Ti) (write-up), the GTM will record it in a write 

intention list (as a part of update projection Ui) for Ti and return an 

acknowledgment of wi<x) to Ti· It will not be sent to Cu. 

c. Otherwise, the operation is dispatched to Cu for processing and is added to the 

write intentions list if it is a write. 

G2 The Ru scans the next element in each dispatching queue Quv in turn. The partial 

update projection Uiu can be dispatched (not including its commit step) to Cu only 

when: 

a. if Ui is in every dispatching queue Quv such that L(q) < L(Cv); and 

b. Ru has dispatched all elements (may not include commit steps) preceding q in 

all queues in which ui appears. 

The submission of Uiu's commit step is deferred until the commit reports of all 

elements preceding q are received from Cu· 

G3 On a conunit report (civ• Cv): 

The Rv appends update projection Ui to Quv for each u which covers v. It 

then removes q from all of its dispatching queues (or write intention lists if 
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L(Ui) = L(Cv)) and dispatches the next pending commit (the one from the 

update projection following Ui in <4Jv) to Cv. 

On an abort report (aiv• Cv): 

The Rv resubmits Uiv to Cv. 

Note that in part G2, if Uj precedes Ui in any one of Cu's dispatching queues, our 
protocol will insure Uju commits before Uiu in Cu, even when they do not conflict. This 
is crucial to guarantee one-copy serializable schedules. The reason is that even when Uiu 
and Uju do not conflict, their parent transactions may conflict and be serialized in some 
order. Furthermore, Ui and~ (or their subsets) can both conflict with local transactions at 
another local database and end up with a different relative serialization order. By 
controlling the commitment order in the local database, our protocol ensures that 
whenever two local transactions are serialized in some order, their (partial) update 
projections maintain the same order in all containers in which they may appear. 

We also assume the local scheduler is deadlock free or is able to resolve local deadlocks. 
However, due to concurrent executions of partial update projections in a local site, global 
deadlocks involving the GlM and a local site are possible. Assume update projection Uj 
precedes Ui in any one of Cu's dispatching queues. The partial update projection Uiu may 
block Uju indirectly through local transactions in Cu. however, Ru cannot submit Diu's 
commit step to Cu until Uju commits. To resolve the global deadlock, Ru sets a timeout 
before it dispatches a partial update projection Uiu to Cu. On timeout Ru can abort and 
resubmit Uiu to Cu at some later time. To avoid cyclic restarts due to global deadlocks, 
after Uju is aborted several times, Ru can delay the submission of the following elements 
until Uiu conunits. This is sufficient because we can eliminate the global deadlock by 
allowing only one partial update projection to run in a local site at a time. 

Unlike the protocol in [COST91], our protocol does not need a trusted garbage collection 
mechanism. Because in G3 we allow Rv to append the committed update projection to the 
queues for the covering containers. Once this is done, Rv can remove the update projection 
from its own queues. 

In the above description, we assume a dispatching queue (a linear list) never overflows. 
This is a reasonable assumption as in practice, the number of active transactions is 
bounded by the degree of multiprogramming in the system. If this is not the case, we can 
still limit the bandwidth of the illegal information flow when an overflow occurs: if <4Jv 
overflows, the (trusted) kernel can put Rv to sleep until Ouv is empty again. By providing 
enough space for each queue such that it takes a sufficiently long time to fill up the queue, 
we can make the channel ineffective. 

4.1. Proof of Correctness 

We will only consider RD histories that are complete and that only contain committed 
transactions. This is justified by requiring recoverable executions. An RD history H is 
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recoverable if whenever Ti reads (any copy) from Tj in H and c i is in H, then cj <H c i 

[BERN87]. Let H be the RD history produced by our protocol. Because we require the 
local schedules to be rigorous and therefore recoverable, and because our protocol ensures 
that once a transaction is committed at its primary site then it will eventually commit at 
all containers which dominate the primary site, it is obvious that His recoverable. 

Let Xu be the copy of a data item x in Cu and Hu be the local history at Cu. The 

following lemmas demonstrate several useful properties of our protocol. 

Lemma 2. If a committed transaction Ti writes data item x with L(x):.:: L(Ti), then Hu 

contains wj(xu) for all Cus such that L(Cu):.:: L(x). 

Proof: The container Cu contains a copy of x if L(Cu) :.:: L(x) as per the assumption of 

replicated architecture. Based on G 1 - G3 in the protocol, a simple induction on the 

number of dominant levels will finish the proof. D 
Lemma 3. Let Vi be an update transaction Ti or its partial update projection. If Vi 

commits before Vj in Cv then Vi commits before Vj in Cu for each u in the security 

lattice such that L(Cu) > L(Cv). 

Proof: As per L2 in the protocol, Cy will send Vi's commit report before Vj's to the 

G1M. The Rv will append Vi before Vj in Co's dispatching queue for each u which 

covers v, by G3. Transaction Vi will be committed before Vj at Cu as per G2. A simple 

induction on the number of dominant levels will finish the proof. 0 
We now demonstrate the following lemmas for the RD history H. 

Lemma 4. SG(H) is acyclic. 

Proof: Observe that only an update transaction or its partial update projection, Vi, can 

appear at more than one local database. Since SG(H) is the union of all the local 
serialization graphs and each local serialization graph is acyclic (by rigorousness), a cycle 
in SG(H) must involve at least two transactions Vi and Vj (i;tj). Assume there is a cycle 

P, P2 Pk-1 Pk 
c:v1- -v2- - .... vk-1- -vk- -v1 

in SG(H), where Vi _P._ Vj means that there is a path Pv from Vi to Vj in Cy's local 

serialization graph SG(Hv)· If there is a path from Vi to Vj in SG(Hv), we have Vi <v Vj 

since the local serialization graph SG(Hv) is acyclic. By L2 in the protocol we have 

analogous serialization order and commitment orders at the local databases. Thus, we 
know the commit step c; of Vi precedes the commit step c1 of Vj in Cv. Let CT be the 

top level container (If there is no such container we can conceptually add one without 
changing the protocol). By Lemma 3 we have c i precedes c1 in CT as well. By 

transitivity we have at container CT: 
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c1 precedesc2 precedes .... ck precedesc1 

This is a contradiction and thus we are forced to assume that SG(H) is acyclic. 0 
Lemma 5. Let H be an RD history produced by the protocol. Then SG(H) is an RDSG 
of H. 

Proof: We need to prove SG(H) induces both a write order and a read order for H. 

(1) SG(H) induces a write order for H: 

Let Ti and Tk both write the same data item x. By Lemma 2, we know wi(xu)E 

Hu and w!J.xu) E Hu for u such that L(Cu) = L(x):.: L(Ti) and L(Cu) = L(x):.: 
L(Tk). The writes on Xu conflict, so SG(Hu) must have an edge Ti- Tk or Tk 
- Ti and thus, so does SG(H). Hence, SG(H) induces a write order. 

(2) SG(H) induces a read order for H: 

Suppose Tj reads-x-from Ti, Tk writes x (i;t:k and j;t:k) and Ti -- Tk is in 
SG(H). We need to prove Tj -- Tk is also in SG(H). Note that the read 
operation r;<x) ofTj only appears at one local database, say Cu, where L(Tj) = 
L(Cu) (i.e., rjxu) is in Hu). Because Tj reads x and both Ti and Tk write x, we 
have L(Cu) = L(Tj):.: L(x) :.: L(Ti) and L(x) :.: L(Tk), so both wi(xu) and 
wk(xu) are in Hu by Lemma 2. Since rjxu) and wk(xu) are conflicting 
operations, the local scheduler will insure that either rixu) <u w!J.xu) or w!J.xu) 
<u rjxu). In the former case, Tj- Tk is in SG(H) and we are done. We now 
prove the latter case leads to a contradiction. If w i( xu) <u w k( xu) <u r j xu) or 
w!J.xu) <u rjxu) <u wi(xu), this contradicts our assumption that Tj reads-x-from 
Ti, because Tj reads-x-from Ti iff Tj reads-xu-from Ti. If wk(xu) <u wiCxu) <u 
rjxu) then we know there is an edge Tk- Ti in SG(H). This would allow a 
cycle since by assumption Ti -- Tk is in SG(H). However, this is impossible, 

because SG(H) is acyclic by Lemma 4. 0 
Theorem 2. H is one-copy serializable. 

Proof: Tlris follows directly from Lemma 4, Lemma 5 and Theorem 1. D 
4.2. Recovery Issues 

The local databases have their own recovery managers and are responsible for local 
recovery, so the G1M only needs to ensure that the contents of the queues can be 
reconstructed after a failure. This can be done as follows: We associate one separate log for 
each queue and a commit list for each container in the stable storage. Before an update 
projection is added to a queue or removed from a queue, a record reflecting this fact is 
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written to the log of the queue. On Ui's corresponding commit report from Cu. a commit 
record for Ui is written to Cu's commit list after Ui is added to each covering queue and 
removed from Cu's dispatching queues. In addition, a checkpoint record, recording the 
state of the queue and the GTM can be written periodically to each log to reduce the 
amount of work done in recovery after a crash. 

Crash recovery proceeds as follows: The untrusted process Ru reconstructs Quv by 
scanning the log records in <4Jv's log (u covers v). It redoes append actions of the update 
projections that have commit records in Cv's commit list and undoes those without. The 
Ru redoes remove actions of these update projections that have commit records in Cu's 
commit list and undo those without. This is correct because the contents of Quv are the 
update projections committed in Cy excluding those also committed in Cu· Since we 
have one separate log for each queue, the recovery actions can be carried out by the 
untmsted processes in parallel. Thus, the crash recovery can be implemented without trust. 
Normal processing cannot resume until recovery is complete at all levels. This represents 
a downward information flow. However, because failures are not controlled by subjects and 
because recovery does not complete quickly, we feel the channel will be ineffective. 

Another concern is the consistency between the logs in the GTM and the logs in the local 
databases. Consider the scenario: a local transaction Vi is committed in Cu and has a 
commit record in the local log, however, the GTM crashes before the commit report is 
received. Apparently Vi's updates must be propagated to all higher databases that contain 
the replicas. One simple way is to adopt handshaking between the GTM and the local 
databases. The local database must continue to periodically send a commit report (or an 
abort report) to the GTM until an acknowledgment is returned. On a commit report from 
Cu• Ru returns an acknowledgment after the commit record of the corresponding update 
projection is added to Cu's commit list. On an abort report from Cu. Ru returns the 
acknowledgment after the corresponding update projections are resubmitted. 

4.3. Security of the GTM 

Our design adopt a synthetic approach [KANG92]. Specifically, we demonstrate the 
security of the transaction processing system by constructing it from secure and 
composable elements, i.e., untrusted subjects. The trusted part of the GTM described in 
our protocol only needs to enforce the MAC policy, which is ensured by the underlying 
TCB. Thus, we know the GTM is no less secure than the system it is layered upon. 

5. Discussion and Future Work 

In tins paper, we present a transaction scheduling protocol for multilevel secure replicated 
databases. We have shown the correctness of the protocol and argued its security. In 
addition, our protocol only requires a small trusted part to synchronize recovery and 
possibly to perform write-ups. Our protocol accepts a larger class of transactions than 
previous protocols (Class 2-SS transactions as opposed to Class 1-SS transactions). 
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There are some interesting implications. Unlike the protocols in [JAJ090] and 
[COST91], our protocol does not assume a conservative scheduler in the local database, 
nor does it require the local scheduler to return update projections when transactions 
commit. The only requirement is that local schedulers be rigorous. Since many 
commercially available DBMSs employ strict two-phase locking, which in fact is 
rigorous, they can be easily adapted for use with our protocol. 

Second, our protocol is suited for use with heterogeneous databases as well. If an 
organization wants to integrate its existing databases which are dispersed throughout 
several departments (each department may be assigned a different security level), even 
though the existing databases are heterogeneous, they can still be adopted for use with our 
protocol as long as the scheduling protocol is rigorous. This is because our protocol does 
not require an atomic commitment protocol which some of the existing databases may not 
have, and it does not assume homogeneous concurrency control and recovery mechanisms. 
The only modification for adopting our protocol is to replicate low-level data at high-level 
databases. Note however we did not address issues related to autonomy [DU89] of the 
local databases in this paper. 

In [KFC92] a method of transaction scheduling for replicated databases is described which 
allows the use of off-the-shelf back-end (local) databases. Transactions are required to take
a-ticket (read and write to a common data item) [GEOR91]. This ensures that each 
transaction conflicts and allows the GTM to determine their serialization order. The basic 
algorithm imposes a relative serialization order on update projections by executing them 
serially. Their optimistic and semi-optimistic variants delay commit steps and certify 
conflicts if there is any pair of update projections which serialize in the wrong order. The 
GTM checks conflicts at the query command level between out-of-order update projections 
and all local transactions which serialize between them. If a conflict exists then these 
transactions must be rolled back and redone. Since the take-a-ticket approach forces each 
transaction to conflict, it is not clear how the take-a-ticket approach can be incorporated 
into their conflict certification test. Because the optimistic and semi-optimisticapproaches 
delay commit steps, they are also subject to global deadlocks as described in Section 4. 
The authors do not discuss recovery issues. 

Our protocol can be modified to use off-the-shelf (untrusted) databases in a similar 
fashion. We assume transactions consist of a sequence of high-level data manipulation 
commands (DMCs) that each of the back-end databases can execute. We also assume that 
the DMCs which update the database modify an easily identifiable portion of the database 
and that the result of a query depends only on its view of the database. The first 
requirement allows us to detect when write-down is attempted as required in step G 1-a of 
the protocol. The second requirement ensures that an "update projection" consisting of 
DMCs (not simple write operations) will induce the same set of writes at the higher level 
containers. In the future, we plan to investigate this modification in more depth. 

Some interesting problems arise if we allow the local sites to be autonomous. For 
example, execution autonomy of a secret database implies it can accept local 
transactions submitted by secret users at its own site as well as update projections from 
unclassified and confidential databases. However, we cannot do so based on the 
replicated architecture shown in Figure 1 as there is no MAC enforcement in the local 
database. Consistency is compromised if secret transactions write the copies of 
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unclassified data items in a secret database. Investigation of these issues will be the 
subject of future work. 
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